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1' what is an algorithm? why is it essential for probrem solving?2. Define theta and Big O notation.
3. State the characteristics of Divide and conquer approach.4' write how string matching can be done with brute force method.5. Write the principle of optimality.
6. State the purpose of Huffman trees.
7. what is meant by iterative improvement in argorithms? Give exampre.8. Write down the purpose of simplex rnethod wit[examples.9. Define Np class problem. Give examples.
10. what is the difference between r,IFo and FIFO search? Giveapplications.

PART-B(Sxt3:65Marks)
Answer ALL euestions

I 1' a) (i) Explain any four algorithmic techniques with suitable examples.
(ii) Present the necessity of asymptotic notations and their properties.

OR
b) Write the recurrence relation of any recursive algorithm and derive the

et1iciency by solving the recurrence relation
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12' a) Demonstrate how closest pair in a set of 10 items is found with brute t3,K2,co4
force approach.

OR
b) (i) Write the Quick sort algorithm and apply it to sort

your choice.
(ii) Write how does the algorithm falls under Divide and

i0 integers of to,K2,Co4

3,K2,CO4
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13. a) with any given weighted graph of g vertices and lz edges, t3,K2,ao3
demonstrate prim's aigorithm to find the minimum spanning tree

OR
b) Present in detail how coin change problem is approached with dynamic t3,K2,cos

programming. Have at least 6 coins of differeni denominations.

14' a) Given a bipartite graph of applicants and jobs, present the maxirnum t3,Ks,c:o6
rnatching algor:ithm to find the maximum matChing solution for the
same.

b) Write and demonstrate
graph.

cd- *H
Appliraryts Jcbs

OR
maximum flow algorithm with the given flow 13,K3'co6

15. a)

b)

Demonstrate the 8-Queen problem and report the class of the problem t3,K2,cos

as PA{P/lrlP -complete,NP-Hard with suitable j ustifi cation.

.oR
Illustrate Branch and bound algorithmic technique with Travelling t3,K2,cos

salesman problem. Assume your own example data.

PART-C(1 x15=15Marks)

16. a) Illustrate the dynamic programming solution for solving the given ts'Ki,coi
knapsack problem. Analyze the improvement in terms of memory
functions.

Item 1 2
a
J
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Weight 5 10 4 2

Vaiue 20 30 20 10

Bas weieht = 15
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Present the Kruskal's algorithm and apply the same in the given graph
to find minirnum spanning tree. Also analyze the efficiency of the
algorithm.
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